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Federal Advisory Committee established to provide independent advice to the 
Secretary of the Army (SA) and the Chief of Staff, Army (CSA). Statements, 
opinions, conclusions and recommendations contained in this report are those 
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States Army or the Department of Defense. 



ARMY SCIENCE BOARD 
251 1 JEFFERSON DAVIS HIGHWAY 

SUITE 11500 
ARLINGTON, VA 22202-391 1 

MEMORANDUM FOR: ACTING ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE ARMY FOR 
ACQUISITION, LOGISTICS AND TECHNOLOGY 

SUBJECT: Army Science Board Study on Army Generating Force Census Utilization 

I am pleased to forward the final report of the Army Science Board Study on 
Army Generating Force Census Utilization. The report offers important considerations 
for the Army in the use of the Generating Force Census in the Enterprise Resource 
Determination Process. 

One of the most important decisions made regularly by the Army is the allocation 
or apportionment of appropriated funding between the Operational Force (e.g., the 
Table of Organizational and Equipment Army) and the Generating Force (sometimes 
termed synonymously as the "Institutional Army", organized under Tables of Distribution 
and Allowances). The Army's major challenge in managing today's Contingency 
requirements is to appropriately fund each Force so they can efficiently execute their 
missions. This study makes recommendations on a number of issues related lo using 
the Generating Force Census analytical tools and their data lo improve Total Army 
Analysis decision processes. 

I endorse the study's recommendations and encou rage you to incorporate them 
into the Army's Total Army Analysis and the Manpower Management and Accounting 
processes. 

Frank H. Akers, J,r. 
Chair, Army Salence Boa.rd 
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GENERATING FORCE CENSUS UTILIZATION STUDY 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Mr. Peter Kunkel, Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army, Financial Management 
and Controller (OASA (FM&C)), asked the Army Science Board (ASB) in June 2007 to 
assess the uses for the results of a censu s of the Army Generating Force, whose missions 
include recruiting, tra ining, equipping, and supplying support to the Army Operating 
Force 

The Generating Force Census (GFC) was conducted by an Army contract during 2007-08 
to help the Army leadership better understand the functions, personnel s trength, 
s tructure, and composition of the Generating Force. The first phase was completed in 
November 2008. 

An ASB 2008 Summer Study panel was formed to determine key uses for the results of 
the census. The panel specifically focused on how the Army could use the census in 
dealing with issues and analyses involving manpower, personnel, force composi tion and 
sizing, and programming and budgeting work. Major study recommendations are: 

1. Use the resul ts of the census to develop a systematic set of quantifiabl e relationships 
within the Generating Force and between the Operating Force and the Generating 
Force including: 

• Develop tools (manpower and budget capability) for risk calculations and 
benchmarking (skills, force composi tion, and functional ana lysis). 

• Create da tabases for forecasting and planning, and establish performance 
metrics. 



• Institute processes for validating functions (e.g., manpower estimating 
relations) and military and civilian manpower planning, budgeting, and 
execution. 

• Develop an organization for force and manpower management in conjunction 
with balanced funding and manpower allocations between the Generating and 
Operating Forces to maximize total force performance 

2. Conduct specific future s tudies using the census to benefit both Headquarters, 
Department of the Army (HQDA) and subordinate commands including: 

• Develop a deterministic decision process reflecting manpower shortfalls, risks, 
and interfaces for use in resource allocation between Generating and Operating 
Forces-benefits HQDA processes and subordinate commands. 

• Develop and refine Generating Force functional n,easurements for use in resource 
allocation. 

• Design an approach to integrate military and civilian manpower in the Planning, 
Programming, Budgeting, and Execution Sys tem (PPBES). 

Overall, the study provided unique insights into the way military, civilian, and contract 
manpower are ma1wged and resourced. The ASB analysis illuminated resourcing 
problems in the Generating Force, including priority establishments vis-a-vis the 
Operating Force and managing and resourcing civilian manpower, which need to be 
better addressed in Army procedures and policy. 
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BACKGROUND 

In June 2007, Mr. Peter Kunkel, OASA, Fin;:mcia l Management and Control ler (FM&C), 
proposed a project to develop a manpower database for the Army Generating Force that 
would include military, government civilians, and contractors. The database would be 
linked to functions performed. 

The Assistant Secretary of the Army (FM&C) joined with G37FM (Force Management) to 
conduct an annual Generating Force Census (GFC) to update the database. The Army's 
G37FM is responsible for manpower databases and accounting. A contract was let to 
build the database, and a General Officer's Steering Committee (GOSC) was formed at 
HQDA and included G3; ASA (FM&C); G1, ASA, Manpower and Reserve Affairs 
(M&RA); and the Assistant Chief of Staff for Installation Management (ACSIM. 

The Army Science Board (ASB) was asked to make recommendations for future s tudies 
based on use of the GFC In the course of this study, a number of important issues and 
problems in the way the Army functions were revealed. The most impor tan t of these 
issues were in -

• The way civilian and contractor resource elements are managed and accounted 
for. 

• The method s or lack thereof used in determining if the Generating Force is 
properly resourced to support the Operating Force. 
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Briefi ng Ou'tl i ne 

• Purpose and Introduction 

• GF Support to OF 

• GFC Summer Study Issues 

• GFC Functional Analysis Uses 

• Manpower Management 

• Enterprise Resource Determination 
Process 

• Recommendati·ons 

~-------- - -- --
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OVERVIEW 

The ASB examined the structure of the GF and its applicability to Army business with a 
primary focus on the resource area of manpower. The following topics were addressed : 

• How the GFC is organized and the basis for the data 

• Relationships of the GF to the OF 

• Utilization of the GFC 

(1) Use in a model to analyze allocation of resources to GF in support of OF. 

(2) Civilian and contractor manpower management and issues. 

(3) Use in Total Army Analysis (TAA) process and manpower allocation. 

• Recommendations on how to use the GFC 

This report has four parts: the Final Briefing and three appendices (D, E, and F), each 
presenting greater detail of specific issues. As appropriate, the briefing charts are 
annotated. 
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1 Purpose of ASB Summer Study 

• The Army Science Board (ASB) has been asked to make 
recommendations for future studies based on the Army Generating 
Force Census (GFC) study 

• GFC study: 

• Sponsored by the ASA (FM&C) and the G3/5/7 to support the CSA's sixth 
initiative: uAdapt Army Institutions to Support an Expeditionary Army at War" 

• Links an exhaustive and exclusive taxonomy of Army generating force 
functions from AR 10-87 and GO 3 to Unit Identification Codes (UICs) and 
people pertorming those functions in the following categories: 

(1) Active Duty Soldiers 

(2) Mobilized Reserve Component Soldiers 

(3) Army Civilian 

(4) Contractors (Civilian Manpower Equivalents (CMEs)) 

• Database being developed by contract using files containing required , 
authorized positions, and on-hand personnel. GFC to be completed 
November 2008 

enerat,ng orce Census Utilization 
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Purpose of ASB Summer Study 

The Terms of Reference (TOR) for the GFC Utilization Summer Study is shown in 
Appendix A. Slide 32 shows how the Summer Study panel answered the required 
elements of the TOR. 

The primary thrust of the GFC was to link Army GF functions to manpower categories 
using a taxonomy based on Army Regulation 10-87, "Major Army Commands in the 
United States," for Army subordinate commands and General Order 3 (GO3), 
"Assignment of Functions and Responsibilities Within Headquarters, Department of The 
Army" for HQDA-all elements of the GF. 

The contractor screened and defined functions in conjunction with G37FM and, using 
manpower and personnel databases shown on Slide 33, matched the various categories 
of manpower to the functions . The Army is also planning to link manpower to OSD 
functions . 
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Approach 

• For information and background, GFC Study Members: 
• Researched current regulations and documents 

• Visited Army Secretariat and Staff agencies, selected ACOMs, ASCCs , 
DRUs, other Services and industry 

• For potential future studies using GFC, the study 
members focused on: 
• Generating Force (GF) functions plus manpower and resource allocation 

process including benchmarking 

• GF capabilities to support the Operating Force (OF) 

• Types of follow-on analysis and benefits of GFC in the future 

• Addit ional ways to measure the performance of future GFC stud ies 

• Addit ional data requ irements (and the owners of the data) for follow-on 
GFC studies 

• Agencies benefiting the most from follow-on census studies 
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Approach 

The GFC team researched documents on the Army manpower process and interviewed 
knowledgeable persons at the following agencies and commands: 

ASA (FM&C), ASA (M&RA), Gl, G3/5/7/FM, GS, USASAMA, USAFMSA, 
FORSCOM, TRADOC, AMC, USASOC, MEDCOM USACE, USARC, IMCOM 

Informal contacts with services and agencies outside the Army were also made. 
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1 Briefing Outline 

• Purpose 

• GF Support to OF 

• GFC Summer Study Issues 

• GFC Functional Analysis Uses 

• Manpower Management 

• Enterprise Resource Determination Process 

• Recommendations 
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Army Organizations 

Two General Classifications of Organizations: 

Operating Forces - Conduct the Fighting Mission 

(BCTs and support brigades organized under Tables of 
Organization and Equipment (TOE)) 

Generating Forces - Support the Operating Force and 
Other Missions 

(Three Army Commands (ACOM), Nine Army Service Component 
Commands (ASCC), Eleven Direct Reporting Units (DRU) organized 
under Tables of Distribution and Allowances (TOA)) 

Generating Force (GF) Operating Force (OF) 
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Army Organizations 

The Army's OF is essentially composed of TOE units, mostly military organizations 
designed to fight and support the fight. If the Army force structure were shaped like a 
spear, the OF would clearly be the head of the spear, with maneuver units at the very tip 
supported by fires, maneuver support, and sustaining units. 

The Army GF (sometimes called the institutional force) is functionally organized to 
support and enable the OF. It is primarily TOA units and agencies-the shaft of the 
spear. 
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Relative Size and Content of the Army 

The size of the GF and OF in gross manpower numbers (just under one million not 
counting activated Guard and Reserve) is roughly the same not counting trainees, 
transients, holdees, and students (TTHS). However, the OF contains substantially more 
military and has a sizeable contractor force directly supporting units in combat zones. 

The GF contains a much lower number of military and consists largely of civilians and 
contractors. The low number of military in the GF was an issue in 2008. 
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Relat,ive Size and Co1nte1nt of the Army 
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Re a iionship of GF to OF 
''Su p y and Demand" 

Generating Forces - Single 
Su liier of Ess,entia.l OF Support 

Provides the S pport ,;_ 

-

Equipment, suppl ies, services, 
maintenance, transport personnel, 

health care, installations, higher 
headquarters . contracting + 

in-theater supporters 

CME 
Surge Capacity 

-

Oper.aUng Forces Conducts the 
Fig;ht Sets the Demand for Support 

- Sets the Demand 

Equipped 
~ 

Train d ... 

Supported 

~ Size and/or OPTEMPO --... 
Increases 

~ 

OF Cannot Function Without GF 
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Relationship to GF and OF "Supply and Demand" 

The GF has always supported the OF and operates on the principles of supply and 
demand in peacetime operations and wartime surges. The vast majority of the GP 
support is provided by elements outside the theater of operations. However, direct 
support in the theater of operations exists either by "tele-operations" (e.g., medical 
support) or by sending experts to advise on activities and equipment (e.g., NET). 
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1 A my GF Organzat·ons, 

Headquarters, Department of the Army: 
ASA (FM&C) ASA (ILE) 
ASA (M&RA) (USASAMA) ASA (ALT) 
G1 G2 
G3 (G3/5/71FM, USAFMSA) G4 
GB(PAE,CAA) G6 

• Army Commands (ACOM ): 
• US Army Forces Command (FORSCOM) 
• US Army Training and Doctrine Command 

(TRADOC) 
• US Army Material Command (AMC) 

• Army Service Component Commands (ASCC): 
• U.S. Army Central (USARCENT) 
• U.S. Army North (USARNORTH) 
• U.S. Army South (USARSO) 
• U.S. Army Europe (USAREUR) 
• U.S. Army Pacific {USARPAC) 
• Eight U.S. Army (EUSA) 
• U.S. Army Special Operations Command 

(USASOC) 
• Military Surface Deployment and Distribution 

Command (SOOC) 
• U.S. Army Space and Missile Defense 

Command/Army Strategic Command 
(USASMDC/ARSTRAT) 

Note: Study members visited units in red 

• Direct Reporting Units (DRU): 
• US Army Network Enterprise Technology 

Command/9th Signal Command 
(NETCOM/9thSC(A)) 

• US Army Medical Command (MEDCOM) 

• US Army Intelligence and Security Command 
(INSCOM) 

• US Army Criminal Investigation Command 
(USACIDC) 

• US Army Corps of Engineers (USAGE) 
• US Army Military District of Washington (MOW) 
• US Army Test and Evaluation Command (ATEC) 
• US Army Military Academy (USMA) 
• US Army Reserve Command (USARC) 
• US Army Acquisiti on Support Center (USAASC) 

• US Army Installation Management Command 
(IMCOM) 
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I GF and OF Functional Relationships 
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GF and OF Functional Relationships 

The GF supports the OF with functions that enable and support OF preparation for and 
conduct of the fight. Generally, GF units are organized by function. 
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GF and OF Force Development 

GF OF 

I TAA No analysis Full analysis 

Capabilities Functi onal support miss ion Combat mission 
l 

Organization TOA based on command TOE based on centralized 
plan from GF Commands model ing and simu lation by 

HODA & TRADOC 

Manpower TOA bas is fo r civi lians 1 TOE for military manpower 
Authorizations 

I 
I 

--
Personne,I O/H c·vi lian personne l hired Mirtary personnel ass igned 

I 

using allocated operating ;IAW Army personnel polides 
account funds 

OeneratJng Fore" C4'n:!IU:!I Utilizat ion , 3 
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GF and OF Force Development 

GF and OF development processes center on the conduct of the Totnl Army Analysis 
procedures, which have been conducted periodicnlly in the past. For 2009 and beyond, 
TAA will be conducted annual ly in conjunction w ith Program Objective Memorandum 
(POM( builds and reviews. 

Du ring the TAA process (see Backup Slide 34, top diagram), the OF is thoroughly 
analyzed and developed to meet Army missions based on detailed analyses at the Army 
Center for Army Analysis (CA A). The GF is analyzed mainly at the subordinate 
co mmands and changes proposed to HQDA, but no de tailed analysis is done. In 2008, 
more attention was paid to analyzing the GF than in past years. 

GF organizational changes are made incrementally from what the unit had the previous 
year, with little or no analysis done at HQDA. 

Military spaces are allocated by G37FM based on Chief of Sta ff, Army (CSA) guidance 
and assigned by Gl. 

Civilian spaces are programmed against authorizations agreed by Gl but are funded 
separa tely in the program-budget process often leaving authorized spaces unfunded and 
requiring fund ing tradeoffs a t subordinate Army commands. This is a major shortcoming 
in the way the Army does business. 

Contract manpower (civilian manpower equivalents (CMEs)) where specifically 
au thorized (e.g., for base operations support (BASOPS) con tracts) is funded, but large 
amounts of contractor manpower is only counted as used - not managed. 
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General Observations 

• OF cannot exist without GF! 

• OF is intensely managed and well-resourced by 
HODA over time with well known functions and 
purposes 

• GF is intensely managed by each type Army 
Subordinate Command with HODA oversight 

• Both civilian and contractor manpower are a very 
important element of GF force development 

• A properly developed GFC can improve decision 
makers management capabilities with regards to 
the GF and OF 

en..,• rtng Fure" C ensus Utili za tion 
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General Observations 

To date, the manpower accounting in HQDA could be rated good to excellent for 
military manpower, but for civilians and CME it is lacking. 

A major problem in the past is that we have not properly managed civilian or CMEs. 
Hence, there has been little reason to keep track of them. A disciplined GFC and resulting 
database will help in providing accurate data for proper management. 
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• Purpose and Study Focus 

• GF Support to OF 

• GFC Summer Study Issues 

• GFC Functional Analysis Uses 

• Manpower Management 

• Enterprise Resource Determination Process 

• Recommendations 
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GFC Functional Analysis Uses 

Issue 1 addresses the need for a model to relate GF capability outputs to OF needs using 
a Generating Force Census (GFC) database as input. Issue 1 is discussed in more detail in 
Appendix D. 
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GFC Fu.nctional An.a ys-s Uses 

Issue: Models using data and relationships 
(census to functions to capability) do not 
exist to benchmark GF and assess the risk 
to the OF 

Findings: 
• Integrated analytic tools exist to help the OF with planning 

• Models representing force properties 

• Force effectiveness models and simulations 

• Similar integrated tools do not exist for the GF 
• Legacy databases exist within subordinate commands 

• Methodologies to use databases exist but have not been 
"operationalized" 

' 
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GFC Functional Analysis Uses 

The GFC provides resources and functions to link to ca pabil ities. 
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GFC ,Functiona,I Analysis 1U'ses 
(continued) 
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GFC Functional Analysis Uses (continued) 

A procedural model can be developed to examine the capabilities that the GF can 
provide to the OF versus the resources provided to the GF. The CFC provides the basis 
for data input to the central CF Effectiveness Model and Simulation. 

The model operates on an iterative procedure in which OF shortfalls and risks are 
reflected by CF requirements, which in the GF Effectiveness Model determine functional 
capabilities. Shortfalls are either taken as a risk or fed back into the OF as a shortfall and 
the process repeats. This should aid in the determination of how resources in the GF 
should flow to accomplish desired support of the OF. 
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GFC Functional Analysis Uses 
( continued) 

Recom;mendations: 

• Develop a suite of tools to 

• Assess risk to OF and GF as a function of resources 

• Optimize mix of manpower 

• Assist decision-making in HODA 

, Functional analysis is well defined for the OF -
nothing comparable exiists for sizing the ,G,F 
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GFC Functional Analysis Uses (continued) 

Appendix D presents a detailed discussion of this issue. 
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Briefing Outline 

• Purpose and Study Focus 

• GF Support to OF 

• GFC Summer Study Issues 

• GFC Functional Analysis Uses 

• Manpower Management 

• Enterprise Resource 
Determination Process 

• Recommendations 
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Manpower Management 

Issue 2 addresses the issues in civilian and CME management; this is d iscussed in detail 
in Appendix E. 
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Manpow,er Management 

Issue: Management of the Army Civilian Force is 
decentralized to multiple offices resulting in 
mismatches of manpower levels and dollars 

Findings: 
· • No direct correlation between the military and civi lian force 

management systems and practices 
• Civilian force: 

• Size and structu re not commensurate with the "Growing the Army" initiative 
• Not fully funded to support the OF 

• Manpower authorizations primarily based on prior year budgets rather 
than determ inistic requi rements 
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Manpower Management 

Civilians and CMEs are mainstays of the GF. The proponency for management of 
civilians appears to be spli t among G37FM, which manages requirements, Gl, which 
manages au thorizations, and Plans, Analysis, and Evaluation/Defense Acquisition Board 
(PAE/DAB), which funds civilians. Although the Army seeks to manage civilian career 
programs to some degree, the management of civilians, except for senior executive 
service (SES) personnel, is left to business as usual. They are managed as a commodity, 
not as a profession as soldiers. 

Civilian strength has not grown with the military - size based on previous yea r's 
programs. When military strength decreases in a command, commensurate civilian 
strength is not automatically increased. Attempts at civilian strength increases are not 
matched with funds. Commands subordinate to HQDA are left to find tradeoffs to pay 
for civilians. 

Currently, no human capital plan exists. 
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M,an:power M,anagemen 
(continued) 

Recommendations: 
• Develop a system for integration of military and civilian 

manpower planning and management to include program , 
budget formulation, and execution 

• Develop a capability to determine the appropriate mix of 
civilian skills required to support current and future missions 

• Link civilian manpower fund ing to civilian requirements and 
authorizations during budget process 

• Add data requirements in GFC for individual function skill 
identifiers using OSD function codes 
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Manpower Management (continued) 

As with the military, civilian strength should be linked to capability requirements and 
have a centralized career management path. A central civilian manpower office needs to 
be designated at HQDA. Civilian authorizations and funding should be linked during 
the PPBES process. 

Appendix E discusses this issue in detail. 
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Issue: Use of CMEs in the U.S. Army is unclear 

Findings: 
• GF and OF both dependent on CMEs 
• CMEs comprise both surge elements and steady-state ro les 

• Routine contract services (e.g. , food services, faci lity maintenance) 
• Combat service support for OF (e.g., LOGCAP) 

• Army contracts conta ining CMEs do not specify manpower numbers 
• CME data are derived from contract labor hours reported 

• CMEs account for a large portion of the civilian manpower costs 

Recommendations: 
• Continue CME reporting to build data for GFC 

• To better forecast requ ired CME costs 
• To estimate CME surge requirements 

• Use manpower benchmarking to manage the GF civilian and CME composition 
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Manpower Management 

Contractor manpower equivalents fall into several categories: programmed: A76 service 
contracts), surge (Logistics Civilian Augmentation Program (LOGCAP)), and staff 
support (indefinite delivery, indefinite quantity (IDIQ)) services. 

The current CME report is compiled from reports required as part of service contracts on 
the number of man-years worked. It is kept by ASA M&RA. Although the report is 
probably the best approach currently ava ilable to account for CMEs, it still is subject to 
problems in accuracy because there is no sure way to count CME man-years. 

A forecast of CMEs for FY0S-13 showed approximately 170,000 at a total cost of $58.6 
billion. 

Note: Although not discussed in this paper, when the new Army accounting system
General Fund Enterprise Business System (GFEBS)-goes on line, it can be used to 
account for civilians and CMEs much more accurately using standard fiscal accounting 
codes. This promising development shou ld help immensely to alleviate inaccuracies in 
manpower accounting where people are paid from different appropriation accounts. 
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Briefing Outline 

• Purpose and Study Focus 

• GF Support to OF 

• GFC Summer Study Issues 

• GFC Functional Analysis Uses 

• Manpower Management 

• Enterprise Resource 
Determination Process 

• Recommendations 
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Enterprise Resource Determination Process 

Issue 3 addresses the need for better measures to be used in TAA for the GF and the 
necessity for including analysis of the GF in more detail. This issue is discussed in more 
detail in Appendix F. 
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Enterprise Resource Determinat·on 
P1rocess 

Issue: GF funding ls what remains after funding the OF and 
is not based on set of functional, OF support relations. 

Findings: 

• Total Army Analysis (TAA) Total Army Analysis (TAA): 

• Requirements Determination Phase: 

• GF input is based primarily on existing TOA unit structure, NOT business or 
allocation rules 

• Determination of warfighting requirements and "required MTOE/TDA force fi le" 
NOT rigorous consideration of balance of "supply/demand" GF/OF 

• Resource Determination (Conference) Phase: 

• GF funding allocation criteria lacking - functional requirements not well-defined 

• Force Feasibility and Leadership (GOSC) review seeks to resolve contentious issues 

• Decisions on resourcing GF appear to be quali tative judgements based on 
perceived GF unit needs and those expressed by GF subordinate commanders 

Risk taken in the GF manifests itself over time in the OF 
·--

eneratlng ore:• ansus UtlllraU011 
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Enterprise Resource Determination Process 

A TAA is the primary means of determining the Army's Future Force structure and 
focuses on military spaces. But the T AA also addresses mission accomplishment, albeit 
currently, mainly on warfighting missions. In this vein, the makeup and needs of the GF 
to support the OF appear to be left to the GF subordinate commands to maintain their 
Tables of Distribution and Allowances (TOA), and these are accepted prima face as 
representative of the resources needed to support the OF. But there is no analysis of the 
adequacy of the TOA to do this in the T AA process. In 2008, a closer look at GF needs 
was undertaken by G37FM with the subordinate commands, but much remains to be 
done. 
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Enterprise Resource Determination 
Process (continued) 

Functional determination s in 
GFC will support analysis in 
TAA 

09 Substance Abuse 
12 Sports, Recreation. and Libraries 
13 Business Opera tions 
17 Administrative SeNices 
18 Information Assurance 

19 Automation 
23 Ammunition Supply Services 
24 Retail Supply 

25 Central Issue Facility 
26 Asset Management 
27 Materiel Support Maintenance 
28 Transportation Services 

29 Food Services 
30 Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services 

IMCOM has a fully developed "Common Levels of Support" 
service delivery tool that links 490 services delivered to 
dollars, service quality and "risk" 

High Amber/ 
President's Budget Low Amber Low Green Green 

5274M 5673M 

Functional tools necessary to support TAA resourcing dec·sions for GF in POM 
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Enterprise Resource Determination Process (continued) 

A critical part of manpower and budget formulation and resource allocation is to be able 
to link mission accomplishment directly to resources. The Installation Management 
Command (IMCOM) does this using functional descriptions of services and products 
provided and color coding resource levels required to provide or not provide the service 
or product. 

If a resource-versus- mission coding and setup similar to that shown were applied to all 
subordinate commands, HQDA would better und ers tand the detail of GF missions. 
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Enterprise Resource Determination 
1Pro·C8S1-S (continued) 

Recommendations: 

• Charter study to develop/refine GF functional 
designations and processes which have measurable 
outputs 

• Based on "evolved function/services'' list, develop 
(red/yellow/green) GF risk assessment tool useful in 
T AA process and discussions with OSD and A CO Ms 

• Develop more rigorous functional analytical process 
to link GF capability to provide support to OF and use 
in the T AA process 
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ntcrpri e Resource Determination Process (cont' nued) 

Recomm .:ind c1 tion 

AppendL · F pre~ent a de ailed disrn sion of thi sue. 
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1 Br e,fi n,g o,utl i ne 

• Purpose and Study Focus 

• GF Support to OF 

• GFC Summer Study Issues 

• GFC Functional Analysis Uses 

• Manpower Management 

• Enterprise Resource 
Determination Process 

Recommendatiions 
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Ma;jor GFC S,tudy Recommendations 

Use the mature GFC to develop a systematic set of quantifiable 
relationships within the GF and between the OF and GF considering : 

Tools (manpower and budget capability) 
• Risk calcu lations 

• Benchmarking (skills, force composi tion and functional analysis) 

Data 
• Databases for forecasting and planning 

• Performance metrics 

Processes 
• Va lidated functions (e.g., manpower estimating relations) 

• Military and civilian manpower planni ng, budgeting and execution 

Organization 
• Force and manpower management 

• Balanced funding and manpower allocations between GF and OF to maximlze total force 
performance 
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Major GFC Study Recommendations 

The GFC will serve c1s a baseline compilation of manpower to mission by function. This is 
a very important database for the Army. 
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GFC Study Recommendations 
(Continued) 

Specific Future Studies for the GFC and Agencies that Benefit 

• Determine relationships between GF and OF and develop a deterministic 
decision process to reflect manpower shortfalls , risks, and interfaces for use 
in resource allocation analysis 

Recommended Action : G3 w/PAE Benefits: HQDA, Subordinate Commands 

• Develop and refine GF functional designations and processes with 
measureable outputs for use in resource allocation analysis 

Recommended Action: G3 w/PAE Benefits: HODA, Subordinate Commands 

• Design an approach to integrate mil itary and civilian manpower planning and 
management systems, to include program, budget formulation and execution 

Recommended Action: G3 w/PAE , ASA (FM&C), ASA (M&RA ), G1 

Benefits : HODA, Subordinate Commands 
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CFC Study Recommendations 

An important aspect in accomplishing the individual recom mendations is the proper 
assignment of each to an HQDA staff section for implementation. 
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Army Science Board 

Backup 
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Ms Beth Morgan, G-3 

SAiMAS 

Mr d Seo l, G-3 

SAMAS-BF 
APF CIV Req / Auth 

Reimbursable Source 
and Command 

OSD Function Codes 

TAADS 
Mr Chris Leeds, G-3/USAFMSA 

Army GFC Methodology 
-

Taxonomy 

Army Command 
-

Mission 
--

' Core Competency 

Core Process 

AR 10-87 Function 

- -
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Contractor FTE 
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Total Army Analysis (TAA) 
2005 AS B Study 

CUR.RENT PROCESS JAN -- ---

TAA Data 
CollccUon 

-- -- - - -

DEC 

Ill ' 
• 

APR 
I 

Ops Force 
, Inputs 

I Force Feasibihty 
Review (FFR} 

, Resourcing IPR 

RECOMMENDED PROCESS 

Phase Ill: 
Requirements 

JAN FEl:l 

• =• 
Force Feasibilllty 

Review (FFRJ 
--- --

OCT 

AUG 

Reqwrements 
praval 

Generating 
Force Input 

f!_hase l •· R-esourclQg Alt rnative Force An lysls 
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Total Army Analysis 

This slide was first presented in a 2005 ASB Summer Study on Best Practices. The top 
diagram shows the TAA process at that time, which is very little changed from today. 
Note that GF inputs are considered at one point but with little or no analysis especially 
when compared to the extensive OF analysis. 

The bottom diagram recommends consideration of various alternatives based on fiscal 
guidance before going to the leadership for decision. This could also be facilitated by a 
GFC database, which should provide a greater opportunity for more analysis of GF 
requirements and funding. 
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urpose ·O·f ASB Summer tudy 

• The Army Science Board (ASB) has been asked to make 
recommendations for future studies based on the Army Generating 
Force Census (GFC) study 

• GFC study: 

• Sponsored by the ASA (FM&C) and the G3/5/7 to support the CSA's sixth 
initiative: "Adapt Army Institutions to Support an Expeditionary Army at War" 

• Links an exhaustive and exclusive taxonomy of Army generating force 
functions from AR 10-87 and GO 3 to Unit Identification Codes (UICs) and 
people performing those functions in the following categories: 

(1) Active Duty Soldiers 

(2) Mobilized Reserve Component Soldiers 

(3) Army Civilian 

(4) Contractors (Civilian Manpower Equivalents (CMEs)) 

• Database being developed by contract using files containing required , 
authorized positions 1 and on-hand personnel. GFC to be completed 
November 2008 

.. ne,,.tlng Fore• C•nsus Utlllntlon 
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GFC Study Membership 

M.ax No,ah 

Staff Assistant 
Rachel Gerstein-ASS 

CO-CHAIRS 

Dick Ladd 

MEMBERS 

John Barnes 

Ruby DeMesme 

Frank Distasio 

John Farr 

Stan Frager 

Valerie Gawron 

Paul Greenberg 

Harold Mabrey 

Harry West 
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Study Manager 
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AC 
ACOM 
ACPERS 
ACSIM 

AFMC 
AFP 
AMSCO 
AoA 
APS 
AR 
ARNG 
ASA 
ASB 
ASCC 
ATEC 

BASOPS 
BCT 

CAA 
CASTFOREM 

CBA 
CC P 
coo 
CME 
CMRA 
CSA 
CTC 

DAB 
DASA 
DOTMLPr 

DRU 

ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 

active component 
Army command 
Army Civilian Personnel System 
Assistant Ch ief of Staff for Insta ll ation 

Management 
Army Force Management Category 
annual funding program 
Army Management Struchtre Code 
analysis of alternatives 
Army prepositioned stocks 
Army Regula tion 
Army National Guard 
Assistant Secretary of the Army 
Army Science Board 
Army Service Component Command 
Army Test and Evaluation Command 

base operations suppor t 
Brigade Combat Team 

Center for Ann y Analysis 
Combined Arms and Support Task Force 

Evalua tion Model 
capabilities-based assessment 
Concept C 1pability Plan 
Capability Development Document 
contractor manpower equivalent 
Contract Manpower Reporting Application 
Chief of Staff, Army 
Combat Training Center 

Defense Acquisi tion Board 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army] 
doctrine, organiza tion, training, materiel, leader 

development, personnel, and facilities 
direct reporting unit 
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EOH 

FAD 
FD 
FPR 
FFRDC 

FHMA 
FM &C 
PORSCOM 
FTE 

G-3/5/7 
CF 
CFC 
GFEBS 
G03 

GOSC 

HQDA 

IAW 
ICD 
IDA 
IDIQ 
lMCOM 
IMETS 
IPR 
ITT 

JMRC 

Executive Office o f the Headquarters (Army) 

fund authorization document 
Force Development 
Force Fe<1sibility Review 
federally funded research and development 

cen ter 
Family Housing Manilgement Account 
Financial Management and Controller 
Forces Command 
fu ll -time equivalent 

Deputy Ch ief of Staff for Operations 
Generating Force 
Generating Force Census 
Genera l Fund En terprise f3usiness System 
Army General Order 3; "Assignment of 

Functions and Responsibilities Within 
Headqua rters, Department of 111e Army" -a 
genera l order directing the structure and 
organization of Army Headquarters 

General Officer(s) Steering Committee 

Headquarters, Department of the Army 

in accordance with 
Initial Ca pabilities Document 
An FFRDC, Institute for Defense Analyses 
indefinite delivery, indefinite quantity 
Installation Management Command 
Integ rated Meteorological System 
in p rocess review 
Inter/Intra Theater Transfer 

Join t Multinational Readiness Center 



KBR 

LOGCAP 

M&RA 
M&S 
MOS 
MPA 
MPANG 

MPAR 
MTBF 
MTOE 

NAF 

0/H 
OASA 
OF 
OMA 
OMANG 

OMAR 
OPTEMPO 
oso 
OSDPE 

PAE 
PBG 
PEG 
PEO 
POM 
PPBES 

R&D 
RAND 
ROTE 

Kellogg, Brown and Root 

Logistics Civil Augmentation Program 

Manpower and Reserve Affairs 
modeling and simulation 
military occupational specialty 
manpower authorization (Army) 
manpower authorization (Army National 

Guard) 
manpower authorization (Army Reserve) 
mean time between failure 
modified TOE 

non-appropriated funds 

overhead 
Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army 
Operating Force 
operation and maintenance (Army) 
operation and maintenance (Army National 

Guard) 
operation and maintenance (Army Reserve) 
operational tempo 
Office of the Secretary of Defense 
Office of the Secretary of Defense program 

element 

program analysis and evaluation 
program-budget guidance 
program evaluation group 
program executive office(r) 
Program Objective Memorandum 
Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and 

Execution System 

research and development 
An FFRDC corporation 
research, development, test, and evaluation 
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RMT 

SECARMY 
SES 

TAA 
TAADS 
TOA 
TOE 
TOR 
TRAC 
TRADOC 
TRM 
TIHS 
TIP 

UlC 
USAREUR 

Resource Management Tool 

Secretary of the Army 
senior executive service 

Total Army Analysis 
The Army Authorization Documents Sys tem 
Tables of Distribution and Allow.inces 
Tables of Organization and Equipment 
Terms of Reference 
TRADOC Analysis Center 
Training and Doctrine Command 
Training Resource Methodology 
trainees, transients, holdees, and s tudents 
tactics, techniques and procedures 

unit identification code 
United States Army Europe 
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Ap en - x D 
Fune o I A a y . 1s ses 

- Generating Force Census 
Utilization 
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The appendix was written by John Farr, Valerie Gawron, and John Ma tsumura. The 
quantitative examples in this section that assessed data in the census were taken from a 
briefing titled "Preliminary Analysis of Generating Force Census Utilization Data," by 
Frank Camm and Wade Markel of the RAND Corporation, July 2008. 
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GFC Functional Analysis Uses 

Issue: Data, relationships (census to functions to 
capabilities), and models do not exist to benchmark 
GF and assess the risk to the OF 

Finding: 
• Integrated analytic tools exist to help the OF with 

planning 
- Models representing force properties 
- Force effectiveness models and simulations 

• Similar integrated tools do not exist for the GF 
- Legacy databases exist within subordinate commands 
- Methodologies to use databases exist but have not 

been ''operationalized" 

- Generating Force Census 
Utilization 
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The OF has numerous agencies that help shape the warfighting forces: TRADOC 
Analysis Center (TRAC), Center for Army Analysis (CAA), RAND Corporation, and 
others. Some limited quantitative analysis is typically conducted to help with shaping the 
GF; however, this analysis tends to be a stove-piped process. Effectively, much of the 
shaping of the CF is driven by historical requirements. Whether during surge (war) and 
downturns, it is not well understood how this affects the ability of the CF to conduct its 
m1ss10n. 
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Functional Analysis Uses 
Redationships :Relevant. to Al1i,gnment of , nst,itutional1 Activities 
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The ability to produce outputs is determined by the flow of resources. This chart 
represents a broad, top-down roadmap of the flow of resources within the Department of 
the Army. As the diagram shows, in some cases, resources flow directly to the OF; in 
others, they flow through the GF. The bulk of the resources that flow into the GF usually 
are designed to improve the effectiveness of the OF. Although the flow is represented 
statically, in reality continuous feedback occurs to close gaps and minimize risk to the 
OF. 
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C'i,ICI_Ali!li , 

r -~ , Pt Assessing OF Effectiveness Process 
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Title 
5, 10, 32 

Defense Planning 
Guidance 

Scenario(s) 

Force Constructs 
Altem Ives 

. . . . 
• • •· . . 

Desired 
Operational Force 

To Combatant 
Commanders 

- Generating Force Census 
Utilization 
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For example, the CAA uses force effectiveness (combat) models and simulations at 
various levels to support detailed force planning decisions. "What If" analyses study 
causalities, time-to-battle completion, logistics requirements, etc. In another example, 
blast models are used to predict the severity and types of injuries to Soldiers in an 
engagement. These numbers are included in a lookup table in CASFOREM to predict OF 
effectiveness. How GF outputs such as training, doctrine, casualty care, family support, 
R&D, etc., affect OF effectiveness are not well understood. 
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GFC Functional Analysis Uses 
Analyzing GF Functional Effectiveness 

AR 1-01 
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This flowchart illustrates how the GFC could be used to help design the GF and the 
impact on the OF. The key functions are derived from AR 10-87 and FMl-01; these are 
associated with key metrics that could be used as model outputs for determining 
shortfalls. At a broad level, the key challenge is to determine how GF shortfalls affect the 
OF's ability to conduct the warfighting mission. At a more detailed level, the key 
challenge is to develop a means for integrating the development of the various GF 
functions. 
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Components of " GF Effectiveness" Model 

Key Funct.ions Capabillities Based Models 

Strate,gy and Genera 110n O'f Doctrine War games {People MOS) 

Force Conver ion of S&T Tech Maturation (Tech . 

Development Info Capa bi I ities Readiness Leve l) 

Tes 1ng and Evaluatjon Constructive, Virtual L-v,e 
I Testing {Gompli1ance/Effects) 

Manpower and I Recru ·,u ng1 a ndl Retentiion Manpower 

Faci lities T a·ning (Quota/Percentages) 

Army II nf astructu re and Proficiency (Number Certified) 

Community Qualli y of Life (Comipli1ance. 
Morale) 

-
Log,istics Support Mobi iza ·on Read iness/Avai l (MTBF, Time 

Maintenance and Service to Return to Service) 
I Repaiir 

Output: Proficient/Trained Units Stove-piped: ad hoc, very specific 

- Generating Force Census 
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Utilization 
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A GF effectiveness model might have three components: 1) strategy and force 
development, 2) manpower and facilities, and 3) logistics support. These are grouped 
based on key functions that need to be performed by the GF. The capabilities-based 
models must map functions to capabilities to conduct meaningful analysis, and more 
importantly, should be integrated. 
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Develop Functional Mapping and Tools 

Recommendation: 
• Develop a suite of tools to 

- Assess risk to OF and GF as a funcUo·n of resources 
- Optimize m1iix O'f manpower 

• Without functional relat ionships we cannot 
benchmark and assess quahty 

• Follow on to census work must 1map to functions 
to understand "who is doing what" 
- OSD and Army funct~ons exist - need to get a handle 

on fid,ellity and map to capabi il ities. 

Functional analysis is well defined for the OF - nothing 
comparable exists for sizing the GF 

- Generating Force Census 
Utilization 
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Functional analysis capability has existed and continues to evolve for the OF. This hcis 
been expanded to capabilities-based assessment (CBA) processes that include functional 
area, needs, and solution analyses. (See figure below; Source: How the Arllly R1111s: A 
Senior Leader Reference Hmutbook, 2007-2008, Army War College, 13 December, 2007, page 
52.) 

AN,Jy11Da1 
bniJutpi11nlftQA;, 

1 •p,!Oflti>e .... 
!lluifia 

unc o,nal Aroca Analysi,s Func t iona.1 Needs Analysis 
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Priorities for Follow-On Census 
Analysis 

• Census 
• Benchmarking/Comparative Analysis* 
• Forecasting 

*Benchmarking is when you compare your processes and organizational perlormance 
with that of other organizations and try to improve the standard of the process you 
follow to improve quality and perlormance of the system, product, services etc. 

- Generating Force Census 
Utilization 8 
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Next to tracking resources, the single greatest benefit of the GFC will be to provide a 
means for benchmarking. Some examples of benchmarking that might be of interest 
include: 

• Military/civilian/CME mix for unit identification codes (UICs) conducting similar 
functions 

• Efficiency of similar UICs 

• Under and over resourcing of UICs 

• Tracking resources to functions of UICs. 
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Census Example: Comparing Authorized 
and Required Personnel 
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As a first-order validity check on the data (version 1 of the census), authorized military 
cc1n be compared to required military across the GF. As expected, in no cases do the 
authorized exceed the required personnel. 

The sample census analyses that follow in the subsequent charts were conducted by 
RAND; these examples demonstrate the types of information that could be developed. 
Additionally, although this is a prehminary analysis, it is demonstrative of the types of 
quantitative validity checks that could be performed on the census data. 
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Census Examples (Cont'd) 
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In the above example, the GF model would have predicted the number and types of 
personnel, services, and facilities required to care for casualties predicted by OF models. 
The figure shows that Walter Reed understaffed by roughly 2,000 persons to meet the 
needs of the predicted casualties. This shortfall increases the time and probability of 
return to service, which in turn increases the risk to the OF. 
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Census Examples (Cont'd) 
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In this figure, an effort to correlate the difference between authorized and actual military 
to CME was performed. In cases where there were large gaps between authorized and 
actual, it appears that gaps were not (generally) filled by CME additions to the respective 
units. 
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Census Examples (Cont'd) 

• At least h1al'f of contract b,·nets support dep1loyed forces 
f'rom, UICs in the U.S. 

- LOGCAP accounts for 63K of 153K CMEs in 
"Generating Force" 

- Top 30 contracts include another 11 K CM Es 
supporting deployed forces from a distance 

• Many other contract billets appear to support activities 
located separately from contracting office 

Contract billets are linked to contracting UICs, not 
UICs using contract services 

Source: RAND Analysis, Version 1 •Of census 

- Generating Force Census 
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Another benefi t of a complete census dataset is the ability to assess the u tilization of 
contractor support. For example, a breakdown by CME is shown below (Source: RAND) . 

Contractor Contrac:t Activity Location o,f Contract #C Es 
Office 

KBR LOGCAP Sustainment Comm1and -r 6,2 811' 
-

ITT maintenance shop in Sustainment Comm,and 5 6801 

theater 

L~J tra nsl,ation services in HQ IN'SCOM 1,720 
theater 
ITT comms support in theater HQNETCO,M 1 491 

ITT maintenance of Sustainment Comma d 1 170 
prepos11tionied stock 

Dyncorp guard serv1,ce·s Army Central Com1mand 459 

"Generating Force" Contracts Directly Supporting Deployed Forces 
among 30 Largest Contracts 
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Census Examples (Cont'd) 
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An analysis of the distributions of CMEs within UICs helps to illustrate where resources 
are being allocated. The above chart depicts the magnitude of the KBR logistics support 
contract relative to other contracts. 
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Census Examples (Cont'd) 
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Similar organizations within the GF can also be compared by composition of military, 
civilians, and CMEs. In the chart above, the program executive offices are shown by 
entries into version 1 of the CALIBRE census. This analysis was conducted by RAND. 
This type of analysis should be used to identify facilities that operate outside the norm 
and that warrant further investigation. 
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Census Examples (Cont'd) 
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Composition can be compared at Army test and evaluation centers as well. As the chart 
illustrates, there is a fair amount of va riation across these cen ters. 
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Census Examples (Cont'd) 
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This chart (taken from a briefing titled "Preliminary Analysis of Generating Force Census 
Utilization Data," by the RAND Corporation, July 2008) is a comparison of the mix at 
U.S. Army ga rrisons ("Garrison comparison by ACOM DRU"). Again, garrisons seem to 
vary significantly in their use of contractors, even when supporting the same major 
command (e.g., TRADOC, FORSCOM). There is more variation within FORSCOM than 
TRADOC, and more in TRADOC than in USAREUR. This could be related to each 
garrison's orientation and the function of its tenants. 
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Census Examples (Cont'd) 

• Both share the function "National 
Sustainment Process Owner" 

- Newport Army Depot is 97% 
contractor (524 of 542) 

- Corpus Christi Army Depot is 
7% contractor (277 of 2970) 

Significant variations in the mix at Newport 
Army Depot and Corpus Christi Army Depot 

Source: RAND Analysis, Version 1 of census 

- Generating Force Census 
Utilization 
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In some cases, extreme differences can be found in the composition of organizations. For 
example, the version 1 of the census suggests that the Newport Army Depot is 97 percent 
contractor based. In comparison, Corpus Christi Army Depot is only 7 percent contractor 
based. 
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This benchmarking data show that several types of costing modeling c1re being used. For 
example, why is the JMRC >60 percent CME? Obviously, something other than cost is 
used to operate these facilities. 
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Benchmarking Can Be Used to 
Explore Performance 

• Likely candidates: Compare similar 
installations within FORSCOM, then 
TRADOC Total 

ssu : Why is m n i g 
, •o high here? 

0 0 

0 
• Identify total authorized bi llets at authorize 0 

0 0 

• 

each installation: Military + Civilian billets 

+ CME 
Identify likely drivers of authorized 
billets. e.g.: 
- FORSCOM: Number of troops 
- TRADOC: Number of students 

• Relate authorized billets to drivers 
• Goal: Use benchmarking to identify 

installations with best practices or 
where manpower could fal l 
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As the above chart illustrates, by taking census-derived data, the process of comparing 
performance can be injtiated. To an extent, it may be possible to determine what 
combination of capabilities is most effective, and perhaps more importantly, why . 
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RAND Analyses of Preliminary 
G1enerating Force Data 

• The quality of data varies significantly by source, command 
and component - future censuses will test whether data in 
current Army systems are accurate and could yield internally 
consistent views of the G F 

• Nonetheless, the aggregate data are accurate enough to build 
a simple enterprise-wide model of the GF that shows how 
changes in OF capabilities, structure and requirements should 
affect various components of the GF 

• The proportion of military, civilians, and CMEs varies 
significantly in GF organizations which share the same 
function - If these anomalies persist in subsequent versions 
of the study, there are opportunities to improve the cost
effectiveness of selected activities in the GF 

- Generating Force Census 
- - - -- -- - - - - - -- -

- - -- - - - - --- - ~- - - - -

Utilization 
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In summary, the preliminary look at version 1 of the census indicated the following: 1) 
the original data sources may be incomplete or inconsistent across UICs, 2) there are 
large variations in composition of UICs responsible for similar functions, and 3) with 
such large-scale integrated datasets, it is possible to do some comparative analyses that 
could lead to improvements in the GF. These analyses could be performed relative to the 
GF, where units with similar functions are compared and analyzed, or the analyses could 
involve benchmarking with like external, perhaps commercial, enterprises. 
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MANPOWER MANAGEMENT AND ACCOUNTING 
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Ap endi E 
Manpower Manageme 

and Accounting 

- Generating Force Census 
Utilization 
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Manpower Management and Accounting is an important element of Army resource 
management second only to fund management in priori ty and is critical to maintaining a 
Generating Force Census (CFC) with any credibility. 

Considering the four manpower categories of the CFC (active mili ta ry, reserves, civilians, 
and contractors) and their c1ccounting, the military active and reserve force structure 
accounts are in relatively excellent condi tion. Both are intensely managed by the Gl, 
M&RA, and The Human Resources Command plus both are funded by a dedicated 
account that allows accurate tracking and management. 

In contrast, the Army civilian force structure accounts are relatively poorly managed and 
only partially resourced with funding often required on the margin. Worse is the 
accounting for contracted manpower measured in Civilian Manpower Equivalents 
(CME) depending on an almost gratuitous reporting process. Both civilian and CME 
manpower are funded by functional budget accounts for the budget functions performed 
in the account (i.e., ROTE, FHMA, or OMA), Also, Army civilian manpower has been at a 
relatively steady level at approximately 243,400 for FY 07, FY 08, and FY 09 while the 
active military force structure has increased. 
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Civilian Manpower Management 

Issue: Management of the Army Civilian Force is decentralized to multiple 
offices resulting in mismatches of manpower levels and dollars 

Findings: 
• No direct correlation between the military and civilian force management 

systems and practices 
• Civilian force size and structure are not commensurate with changing 

requirements of "Growing the Army" initiative 
• Civilian spaces are not fully funded to perform the GF support functions 
• Manpower authorizations are primarily based on prior year budgets rather 

than deterministic requirements 

- Generating Force Census 
Utilization 



Management of civilian force management is fragmented in HQDA. Several HQDA 
offices manage the size and structure of the civilian force during the planning, 
programming and budget development phases of the PPBES - Gl, ASA (M&RA), G3, 
PAE, and ASA (FM&C). During the planning phase, civilian force structure is not 
considered in the Total Army Analysis assessment. During the programming phase, the 
prior-year civilian force size is the primary driver of the analysis of the civilian force 
structure. No workload management tools are used by the PA&E to evaluate the 
"required" size and struchue of the civilian force. During both the programming and 
budget development phases, funding of civilian pay competes with other requirements 
through the PEG process; and for new, approved civilian force structure, it does not 
match the approved force structure. There are no deterministic manpower/workload 
management processes to determine the "required " size and structure of the civilian 
force during any of the three management phases described in this summary. 
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Historically, the active military force structure and the civilian force structure of the 
Army have decreased and increased in a similar manner over time. From FY 05 through 
FY 10, however, the civilian force is at a relative steady state while the active military 
force is gro~ing. This fact has been noted in a January 2008 GAO report wherein GAO 
states, "The number of Army civilians to be hired is likely understated." 

Contractor manpower equivalents (CMEs) are now being reported. The orange line on 
the chart indicates the levels reported and planned. 
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Civilian Manpower Management (Cont'd) 

Re corn mendations: 
• Develop a system for integration of military and civilian manpower 

planning and management to include program, budget 
formulation, and execution 

• Develop a capability to determine the appropriate mix of civilian 
skills required to support current and future missions 

• Link civilian manpower funding to civilian requirements during 
budget process 

• Add data requirements in GFC for individual function skill 
identifiers using OSD function codes 

- Generating Force Census 
Utilization 
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Deterministic manpower and workload processes should be used in all phases of the 
Army's PPB ES including the Total Army Analysis (TAA). That will put the Army on 
track to convert to a new set of manpower determination capabilities th at establish the 
size and structure of the civilian force during all phases of the PPB ES. Severa l manpower 
requirements-based capabilities are in place or are being developed. Consid erations are 
being made by several study groups to use GFEBS historical data to assist in the 
determination of Army civilian manpower requirements. Several al ternations to GFEBS 
include civilian force structure requirements and costs. One of the options being 
considered is the SAP Human Capi tal module in GFEBS. In addition, the Resource 
Management Tool (RMT) has capabilities that could also assis t in the dete rmination of 
future civilian force stru cture requirements. The Army is studying that option since it 
would be a deterministic capability to plan for the future size and structure of the civilian 
force . 
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Contractor Manpower Equivalents 
Data Collection and Management 

Issue: Policy for use of and accounting for CM Es in the 
U.S. Army is unclear 

Findings: 
• GF and OF dependent on CMEs 
• CMEs comprise both surge elements and steady~state roles 

- Routine contract services (e.g., food services, facility maintenance) 
- Combat service support for OF (e.g., LOGCAP) 

• Army contracts containing CM Es do not specify manpower numbers 
- CME data are derived from1 contract labor hours reported 

• CM Es account for a large portion of the civilian manpower costs 

- Generating Force Census 
Utilization 
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Civilian m anpower equivalent is the manpower measure for contractor manpower 
providing services to the Army. Th is includes support contracts for services on 
installations, for overseas logistics support, on technical contracts, etc. 

Reporting of CMEs is performed by OASA M&RA by entering provis ions in contracts 
req u iring m anyears of labor to be reported to OASA M &RA. While admittedly an 
awkward process,, it is the best that can be d one un til a system such as GFEBS is 
developed that can account for reso urce expenditures tagged to contract m anhours/ 
mandays . 

CME's are now being reported in two categories: "in theater" and "not in theater." The 
first CME report directed by the Secretary of the Army p rovided the following CME data 
for FY 07: 

CMEs in theater 
CMEs not in theater 

75,319 
95,611 

Total FY 07 costs fo r the CME labor force was $58.5 bi llion 
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Borrowed GF Manpower 

• GF manpower frequently tasked to provide direct, on-s ite 
support to Operating Force elements 

• Cross-tasking creates vacancies which impinge on GF 
functions needed to support OF requirements 

• In some cases, training staff operating at 60% of 
authorized manpower 

Impact of cross-tasking on ability of GF to support OF not measured today- not 
provided for or offset in resourcing process 

- Generating Force Census 
Utilization 
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Field interviews by the panel revealed that GF manpower is frequently tasked to provide 
direct, on-site support to OF elements. Although such support may be expected with an 
Army at war, it impacts the ability of the GF to meet the demands and requirements of 
the OF. In some cases, this cross-tasking created significant vacancies in GF staffing. By 
way of illustration, the panel observed cases in which training s taffs were operating at 60 
percent of authorized manpower. Over time, without a complete understanding of 
manning levels within the GF (the goal of the census), leaders are unable to make 
informed decisions on alternative courses of action necessary to ensure support of the 
deployed OF. 
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Contractor Manpower Equivalents (Cont'd) 
Data Collection and Management 

Recommendations: 
- Continue CME reporting to build data for 

GFC 

• To better forecast required CME costs 

• To estimate CME surge requirements 

- Use manpower benchmarking to manage 
the GF civilian/CME composition 

-Assign civilian manpower accounting 
function to G3/5/7 

- Generating Force Census 
Utilization 
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To ensure that the civilian force structure and the CME force structure are based on 
Army "requirements" by fiscal year, the Army should assign the force planning function 
to an office in G 3/5/7, specifically, FD. Since that office is responsible for military force 
structure, it should plan for the related civilian force structure and CME force structure 
so that the aggregate human resource requirements for the Army are balanced and 
adequate to meet Army requirements in the most cost-effective mix. 
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Appendix F 
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One of the most important decisions made regularly by Army management is the 
allocation or apportionment of appropriated funding between the Operating Force and 
the Generating Force. 

Army resource decision-makers need effective tools that can be applied to the funding 
and manpower allocation process to ensure that resources are effectively balanced across 
Generating Force and Operating Force requirements. 

The Generating Force Census will be one of the tools available to Army leaders to assist 
in a more effective allocation of resources and in the measurement of consequences of 
decisions made in the Enterprise Resource Allocation Process. The two major 
components of that process include the Army Total Army Analysis (TAA) and the 
Planning, Programming, Budgeting and Execution System (PPBES). 
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There is a direct and enduring link between the Operating Force and the Generating 
Force. The Operational Force is dependent on the Genera ting Force to provide training, 
equipment, and o ther resources necessary for it to operate effectively now and in the 
future. The re lationship is one of "supply and demand ." The nation's stra tegic 
imperatives establish "demands" for the OF that must be supported by an adequately 
resourced GF to provide the cri tical foundation for operational requirements. 

Both the Generating and Operating Forces depend on funds provided by Congress to the 
Army for fulfillment of the Army's Title X responsibilities to provide the nati on's land
warfare capability. 

The panel found that GF funding levels largely are a byproduct of the OF budget 
genera tion process. Unlike the OF budget-force development process, which is 
supported by extensive modeling and applied analytical tools, the GP budget and 
mnnpower allocation p rocess is no t based on a functional analysis of requirements across 
the force. Supplemental funding for the GWOT has muted the need for a more detailed 
analysis of balanced resource requ irements between the OF and the GF. Over the last few 
years, manpower resource "holes" have been filled with GWOT dollars that have 
allowed GF commanders to meet sustaining requirements through extensive hiring of 
contractor personnel. Future budgeting processes are not expected to have this same 
luxury. 
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The Total Army Analysis process is critical in the determination of manpower and, 
subsequently, budget requirements for the Army. The TAA resource determination 
process is outlined in the Army War College handbook on "How the Army Runs." Since 
TAA supports the POM, it is conducted abou t every 2 years, although can be initiated on 
a directed basis when there is a major change in force stru cture or other circumstances 
affecting the size of the force . 

The two phases in the TAA process are a requirements phase I and a resourcing phase II . 
The requirements phase (red above) focuses on an initial qualitative review of the CAA
developed Operating Force (based on quantita tive w argarn ing of specified capabilities), 
identification of issues, and development of options to address each issue. The needs of 
the GF are considered but not rigorously as those of the OF. 

The resourcing phase (blue) assigns avai lable resources to the OF and GF, with OF 
usually receiving firs t priority. 

From past experience, it appears that GF funding is la rgely an allocation of available 
resources after TOE/OF requirements are determined, based on prior-year funding levels 
and not on what is required to properly support the OF. 
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Results of budget deliberations and TAA resourcing determinations are applied to 
programs by HQDA PEGs, developed into a budget, sent to Congress for appropriation, 
and then apportioned by the Army Budget Office for distribution to the subordinate 
commands. 

Funding distributed to the field for the GF is intensively managed by each of the many 
unique subordinate commands with limited HQDA oversight. This intensive 
management is supported by and through each command 's Resource Management (RM) 
office. Every RM office visited had a set of budget and civilian manpower management 
tools tailored to their unique needs. These tools appear to be dynamic and Me being 
continually adjusted, with new ones developed based on active management needs and 
mission changes. 

The panel noted that the commands readily exchange ideas concerning state-of-the-art 
estimating and modeling techniques. However, most commands' tools rema in unique 
and are useful only to the specific command. None of the command systems are used at 
HQDA level, although this is changing somewhat with the introduction of the Resource 
Management Tool (RMT) that is being used for budget execution in most of the Army. 
RMT also has a civilian manpower application that integrates dollars for civilians and 
manpower - vitally needed in the Army but still being studied as to how best to use. 
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Force Development Processes for 
Generating and Ope,rat1 ng Forces 

Generating Forces 

• Focus on functional mission 

• Respond to mission change or new 
functional methods or material 

• Qrganization prepares concept plan 
and draft new organization structure 
(TDA) 

• Apply current-year experience as 
applicable to organizational change 

• Apply command 's idea for success 
since standard designs are generally 
unavailable because of unique 
functional mission 

• Focus on combat or combat support 
mlssi1on 

• Identify essential mili!tary capabiUties 
• Combat develo er designs and 

dev,elops standard TOE unit 
structures 

• Test and eva luate uniit prototyp,e 
• Design, deve op. test. and evaluate 

related organ ·zaUons 

• Co»nduct field test and simulaUons 

• !Evaluate ris k 

• Fi naHze TOE design 

KEY OBSERVATION 

Generating Force organizations prepare recommendations for 

organizational change without the rigor of OF combat force analysis 
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The panel examined the interrelationship between the Generating and Operating Force 
on their force development, force approval, and budget approval and budget execution 
processes. 

The Operating Force is the best understood and evaluated component of the two. As the 
Army's principal function is to fight and win the nation's wars, it is not surprising thc1t 
this component receives the most attention. Operating Forces focus on combat and 
combat support missions that are resourced through well-established TOE organization 
structures. Numerous models and simulc1tions are used by Army planners to evaluc1te 
ri sk and distribute resources-the underlying budget development process is well 
understood. 

The Generating Force focus is functionally oriented, and the s tructure of the GF is based 
on command plans and TOA organizational structures. The GF resourcing process is 
very different. For the GF, subordinate Army command s use prior-year TDAs as <1 basis 
for developing subsequ ent-year baselines to be injected into the annual resourcing 
process. HQOA reviews and approves GF organizational structures, but the panel found 
that this review is done without HQOA-approved metrics or with metrics developed by 
the subordinate organization(s). Once TOA structures are approved, organizations use 
the TOA to prepare budget dollar and manpower schedules. As the budget process 
unfolds, HQOA adjusts dollars (and de facto adjusts GF civilian manpower 
authorizations) to reflect funding levels available after consideration of OF requirernen ts. 
At this point, dollars (and FTE manpower) are distributed by HQDA through the PEG 
process to GF organizations that have to apply what they are given to meet mission 
requirements. ACOM civilian manpower requirements are rarely fully funded, and there 
is a very weak link between requirements, authorizations, and allocated funding levels. 
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Program-Budget Formulation Processes for 

Generating and Operating Forces 
,Generat:in~ Forces 

• ASA(FM&C)/PAED provide, Program 
Budget Guidanc (PBG) that i1nclud 
c,·vma.n end st.rength (ES) & work 
y,e,ars (WY), & doll la guidance by· Army 
p1rogram ,e,lement 

• Commands spread ES, WY and doUa.r 
guidance for c,oordination by staff and 
subordinate orgs 

• Civ·nan manpower decisions are o'ften 
,independent of dollar i1mplications to 
programmatic portiion of sh,a,red APE 

• Commands prnpa.re separate Schedule• 
8s for manpower & doUar changes 

• IHiQDA distributes Sch 8s among1 PEGs 
which focus on dollars but decision 
may effect dollars for civ manp,ower 

• G3 provi es force structure Ii t which 
1in,cludes EDATE for un*t chang,es 

., Pr,ogiram budget ,g,uidance includes 
OPJE,MPO & funding ,guidance, for 
TOE forces 

• ,Operating c,ommands use DA or ,loca I 
versi,ons, of Training Reso,uirce 
Methodolog1y (TRM), flying hour and 
other tools to e•stimate budg1et 

• HQDA use,s TRM &. 1related tools to, 
review and evaluate command 
budget proposals 

• Mil Pay not ,c,o-mingled with operafii.onal 
dollars & the·irefore decisions below 
HQDA do not iinvollve tiradeoffs 
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Despite the fact that OF capabilities are directly linked to a viable GF, the program
budget formulation process for each component is significantly different. For the OF, G3 
provides a force structure list that includes an EDA TE for unit changes. HQDA's 
program-budget guidance is then issued providing OPTEMPO and funding guidance for 
TOE forces. Operating commands use versions of the Training Resource Methodology 
(TRM) to estimate budget requirements. Operating command budget estimates are 
reviewed by HQDA using TRM to evaluate command budget proposals. In this process, 
military pay is not co-mingled with operational dollars; as a result, requirements for 
subordinate commands do not involve an analysis of tradeoffs . 

For the GF, the ASA(FM&C)/PAED provides program budget guidance (PBG) that 
includes civilian end strength and dollar guidance by Army program element (APE). GF 
commands forward this guidance to staff and subordinate organizations for 
coordination. Civilian manpower decisions are often independent of dollar implications 
to the programmatic portion of shared APEs. Commands then prepare separate Schedule 
8s to reflect manpower and dollar changes. After receiving command Schedule 8s, 
HQDA distributes these documents among PEGs, which focus on allocating dollars (read 
"shortages"). The shortfall here is that this allocation does not consider the impact that 
decisions may have on civilian manpower. 
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Program-Budget Formulation Processes for 

Generating and Operating Forces 

KEY OBSERVATION 

• Operating Forces budget for operations and pay in different 
appropriations 
• Generating Forces budget for operations and pay in the same 
appropriation 
•Common tools and methods applied across the Army for estimating 

Operating Force budgets, i.e., TRM, flying hours and OSMIS 
• No common tools available for estimating Generating Forces operating 

budgets with required synchronization 
• HQDA PEGs and higher level approval groups determine budgets for 
Generating Forces operations and civilian personnel 
• No tool exists to synchronize and maintain running totals between civilian 
pay & non-pay changes within the appropriations 

Decisions about the availability of funds for either GF operations or 
GF personnel will effect the other (zero sum game) ... OF funding is 

not similarly linked 
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There are several key observations in the program-budget formulation process for GF 
and OF. First, the two components budget for operations and pay differently. OF 
decisions are supported by extensive analysis for each piece, and resourcing 
requirements are not linked . For the GF, budgeting for operations and pay are identified 
within the same appropriation, without extensive analysis, and a focused decision on one 
(either operations or pay) will directly affect the other. 

As mentioned earlier, the Army employs common tools and methods to develop and 
estimate OF budgets. The Army lacks similar tools to budget for GF requirements. 

HQDA PEGs determine the budgets separately for GP operations and civilian personnel 
absent any tool to synchronize and maintain running totals between civilian pay and 
non-pay changes with an appropriation. 
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Current-Year Execution Processes for 

Generatiin,g and Operatiing, Forces 
Gen,eratin _ Forces 

After appropriation of funds --

1 

• HQDA appropriafon sponsors 
deve.lop Annual Funding Program 
(AFP) & Fund .Authorization Doc. {FAD) 

• Operationa,11 funds - including civilian 
pay ,& non pay -- are allocated t•o 
commands in PBAS 

• Civil'i:an ,end strength (ES) & work year 
(WY) controls are d"stributed to 
commands in1 PBG 

• Co,mmand us combi aUon of TAADS 
uthoriz.aUon doc., WY coni'lrols & 

'funding to man.age civi lian p,ers,onnel 
actions 

• Civilian pe·rs and operational acfiions 
draw money from same funds 1.e .• 
APE 
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After appropriafon of funds --
• HQDA appropriation sponsors 

deve1:op Annual Fund"'ng Program 
(AFP) & Fund Authorization Doc. (FAD,) 

• MU itary pay appropriiations are c,entral ly 
manag:ed by appropriat ion sponsor 

• Operational f uncls are alllocated to 
commands 

Commands requisition mil pers based 
on author"zations in T AADS doc . . a1nd 
personne·I action, e.g. , reassignment 

•· Soldier's pay is ind1ependent o,f funds 
for op,erati,on -



The Army program element provides the common DA structure for programming and 
budgeting resources to individual groups or organizational entities, major combat forces, 
and support programs. APEs are designed and quantified in such a way as to be both 
comprehensive and muhtally exclusive, and they are continually scrutinized to maintain 
proper visibility of Army programs. 

For most appropriations and manpower determination, the APE code consists of six 
numeric or alphanumeric characters, which relate to the Army Management Structure 
Code (AMSCO) and, to a lesser extent, the OSDPE. 
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Current-Year Execution Processes for 

Generating and Operating Forces ------
KEY OBSERVATION 

• Military pay, recruiting costs and benefits are centrafly managed and 
Soldiers are essentially issued free to commands & do not compete for 
local funds 

• Civilian pay and almost all civilian personnel actions are funded loca/fy 
and compete with local operational demands for the same funds 

• The larger, more diverse and dispersed the organization, the more difficult 
it is to manage labor and non-labor funds from the same APE 

• FADs generally only provide funds for the quarter, statutes require 
maintaining funds for payroll; therefore, commands have little flexibility 

• All civilian personnel actions require integrated data from TAADS 
(authorizations by job series and grade), end strength, work years (from 
PBG), and funds from FAD 

An integrated management tool is essential for use across commands and all 
Army operating agencies to support the budgeting process--

,., to reduce burden of pulling & synchronizing data among those sources 

,- to estimate costs & identifying implication to quarterly APE allotment 

• to maintain current information on changes that will effect the next 
update of TAADS or next program-budget formulation event 
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Military pay, recruiting costs, and soldier benefits are centrally managed and funded and 
are essentially issued free to commands. Resources for these functions do not compete 
with local funding requirements. This contrasts with civilian pay and most civilian 
personnel actions that are funded locally- resources for these functions compete with 
requirements for local operational demands. There is a clear and compelling need for 
integrated TAADS data to support all civilian personnel actions. 

In short, an integrated resource management tool is essential for use across commands 
and all Army operating agencies to su pport the budgeting process. This tool would 
reduce the bu rden placed on subordinate commands that must pull and synchronize 
data among many sources. A tool would facilitate cost estimation and identify the 
implication of alternatives to the quarterly APE allotment. Finally, a tool could be used to 
maintain a da tabase of current information on changes that would affect the next TAADS 
update or the next program-budget formulation event. 
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Other Policy Considerations 

• DoD Guiding Principles (DoDD 1100.4 ): 
• 'National military objectives shall be accomplished with a minimum of 

manpower that is organized and employed to provide maximum 
effectiveness and combat power' 

• 'Manpower management shall be flexible, adaptive to program changes, and 
responsive to crisis situations and new management strategies .... existing 
policies, procedures and structures shall be periodically evaluated to ensure 
efficient and effective use of resources' 

• 'Long-range strategies and workforce forecasts shall be developed to 
implement major changes to policy, doctrine, materiel, force structure and 
training, while maintaining ready forces and assuring greatest possible 
productivity and effectiveness' 

• 'Manpower in support functions ... shall be maintained at the lowest level 
practicable to optimize combat capability within the operating forces ' 

• Public law: 
• ' ... civilian personnel of the Do• many not be managed on the basis of any 

end-strength ... or limitation on the number of such personnel who may be 
employed on the last day of an FY' 
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Other significant legal, regulatory, and policy references served as foundation for this 
study and the panel assessment of opportunities to focus census data on broader 
requirements for manpower budgeting and management. 

Two key references the panel reviewed were DoD Guiding Principles (DoDD 1100.4), 
which outlines a number of fundamental DoD tenants for manpower management 
within the Department (several of which are highlighted here), and public law that 
addressed management of civi lian end strength. 

These underlying principles and law were critical in reviewing and understanding how 
the GFC might be further developed and applied to facilitate informed decision-making 
on resourcing and manning a Generating Force that is directly linked to the Operating 
Force. 
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Enterprise Resource Determination Process 

Issue: GF funding is what remains after funding the OF and is 
not based on set of functional, OF support relations . 
Findings: 

• Total Army Analysis (TAA): 
- Requirements Determination Phase: 

• GF input is based primarily on existing TOA unit structure, NOT 
business or allocation rules 

• Determination of warfighting requirements and "required MTOE/TDA 
force file" NOT rigorous consideration of balance of "supply/demand" 
GF/OF 

- Resource Determination (Conference) Phase: 
• GF funding allocation criteria lacking - functiona l requirements not 

well defined 
Force Feasibility and Leadership (GOSC) review seeks to resolve contentious 
issues 
- Decisions on resourcing GF appear to be qualitative judgments based on 

perceived GF unit needs and those expressed by GF subordinate 
commanders 

Risk taken in the GF manifests itself over time in the OF 
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Considering the current ways the TAA and PPB ES processes are conducted in resourcing 
the OF and GF, issues exists in the manner in which resources are allocated to the two 
force elements. The most critical is the lack of detailed analysis of the hinctional and 
resou rce needs of the GF in order to properly support the OF. 

In the current TAA, G3 FM has s tarted a more detailed consideration of GF requirements 
in conjunction with subordinate commands, However, HQDA must take additional s teps 
to more closely link resourcing decisions for both the OF and the GF. Without sufficient 
tools under the current resourcing process, the Army may take unnecessa ry risks as 
htture planning and budgeting processes take place. Although supplemental funding has 
tended to blur the immediate need for more analytical rigor into this critical Jink, the 
following recommendations should provide for better management in the future : 

• Examine the TAA process to allow better procedures for analyzing GF versus. OF 
requirements using a model as discussed in Appendix D. 

• Examine GF functional designations and processes that have measurable outputs 
tied to OF support and used to balance resource allocations to the GF and OF. 

• Develop an appropriJte risk assessment tool (red/yellow/green) to be used for 
comparative analysis in TAA and budget processes. 
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CURRENT .PROCESS 

CAA .Mode/1119 

DEC 
- -

Force FeasibiMty 
Review (FFR) , 

I 
- -- - --- -

RECOMMENDED .P'ROCESS 
APR 

Ph selil: 
Requirement 

JA N -~~-

TAA Data 
Collection 

r B 

• 
Force Feu,,ibillty 

Review (FFR) 

- - ----

Ops Force 
Inputs 

CAA Mode/Ing 

R qwrem nls 
Approv r 
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Resourcing IPR 

OCT 

oc 

~ 
~ 

Generating 
Force Input 

R qulremsnts 
Approv I 

Generating 
Force Input 

Alteroa·tive Force Aaalysis 



The ASB 2005 Summer Study recomir1ended that the TAA process be modified (2005 
slide shown) to accommodate a fuller ana lysis of alternatives with full consideration of 
fiscal guidance. This modification would allow full consideration of the OF/GF balance 
needed in the process. This would allow: 

• In T AA process after GF inputs are determined, conduct a computer-modeled 
analysis of alternative force structures using fiscal guidance input to determine 
feasib le force structures for review by Resourcing [PR, to include (1) link of 
military force structure changes to civilian force changes and all other resource 
changes, and (2) rebalance the active/reserve mix . 

• Conduct Resourcing IPR using a strategic planning "total cos t" perspective, which 
then includes cost of military and civilian strength and all oth r Army resource 
requirements using fiscal guidance. 

• Brief CSANCSA after Resourcing IPR, obtain approval of Army force structu re, 
and make adjustments resulting from the briefing. 

• Determine force struchire feasibility to assure executable POM force. 

• Deliver executable POM file for Army at beginning of POM cycle. 

This year, theG3 Force Modernization Office began to include a more deliberate analysis 
for inclusion of GF requirements and resources earlier in the process. 
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Today: Generating Force 
Programs & Workload Factors 

• FIM 1-01: ' .... the Generating IF orce 's priima ry m1ission 1is to 
11bu1ild the Operational Army and sustain it. .. ' 

• Brinkerhoff AFMC progra1m ,groups and workload factors: 
- Expedi ,ionary Army Support 

- Logistics 

# of Units in Expeditionary Army 

Items managed in eaclh program 

Materiel Development & Acqu·sition Size of RDA program 

- !Individual Tra ining & Educations Trainee/student load for programs 

- Military Health Care Eligible patients 

- Mil itary Personnel 

- Army Administrative 

M'llitary personnel streng h 

Overall streng h of Army 

Support the Operating Force and be ready to ''Surge" 
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An important elern.ent in fo rce analysis is the functional measu res u sed to rep resent the 
value of a com mand . In analyzing the OF, these measu res are usually some measures of 
effectiveness of friendly against enemy forces. For the GF, the fu nct1ons should relate to 
the e ffectiveness of support to the OF. 

A 2002 IDA study (IDA Document D-2695) by John Brinkerhoff examined the 
fundamen tals of the institut ional Arm y support of the expeditionary Army. Brinkerhoff 
attempted to identify support fu nctions or groupings for which work measures could be 
ident ified. 

The final product of the s tudy was a new way to look at the Army, called Army Force 
Management Categories (AFMCs). AFMCs were designed to provide well-bounded 
areas of effort that cou ld be matched well to work-loading factors resu lting in ways to 
make informed ju dgments on the amount of overhead the Arm y needs to support both 
OF and non-Army p rograms of a particular s ize and shape. During the process of 
div iding the institu tional Army into coherent and well -d efined subcategories, many 
classificatio n problems were uncovered . Many of these were resolved by working at the 
program element level of de tail. Even at that level, however, it became appa rent that 
cons tru cting a completely satisfactory system for u nderstanding the insti tutional Army is 
ex tremely difficult. After much tria l and error, it was possible to es tablish programs and 
subprograms fo r the institutional Army that make sense overall, even though some of the 
contents are still puzzl ing. 
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IMCOM Management Approach 

CLS Upda e and Manpower Rebalance lnit ative 

NSTALLATION SUPPORT SERVICES (95) 
58 Serv1c s n. CLS v4.0 - 417 SSPs 

{"-\'I'• •',Yt-.1 ••, ... 

•'1 I ' • 

Illa~ 

,~ .. 
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The functional descriptions of the output of the Generating Force that were evident in the 
Brinkerhoff study exist today for many of the commands in the GF. Ideally, the Army 
should seek to find measures of the worth of functions in GF commands that relate to the 
effectiveness of support of the OF. In this way, the functional measures would contribute 
in the TAA to more objective analysis and judgments when allocating resources. 

A very good example of an integrated set of functional requirements is used at the 
Installation Management Command. To manage the multitude of services it provided, 
IMCOM developed a matrix of installation support services required to do its Army 
mission. These in turn were analyzed for resources required to perform the services, and 
a matrix was developed that shows level of resources per quality of service (see next 
chart). 
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IMCOM has a fully developed "Common Levels of 
Support" service delivery tool that links 490 services 

delllivered to dollairs. service Quality and 'risk'' 

Requires much 
more finely 
defined 
funcrons than 
AR 10-87 

.......... 
Similar tools necessary to support TAA POM resourcing decisions 
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The culmination of the resources versus qu ality of service is a display that links various 
funding levels to a stoplight-type assessment of quality of services p rov ided. To date, the 
results of using this tool have been effectively used in resource requests to HQDA . 

Our annlysis sugges ts that a similar tool a t the appropriate level of aggregation would be 
extremely informative within the TAA process when deliberating GF and OF resource 
allocations. 

The panel concluded that the Army should develop robust models that can provide 
focused resourcing decision tools for Army leaders. Implicit in th is conclusion is the need 
for a properly defined set of functions and subfunctions that relate to "demand" and 
"supply" of services. Such definition shou ld be supportab le by measu rable and 
quantifiable deliverables from a mature GFC. 

The panel an ticipates that delivering this functional structure will be an itera tive one. 
Once refined, it should clearly enhance understanding of the second- and third-order 
effects of resourcing alternatives. 
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Conclusions 

• Budget proposals should be consistent with organization 
authorizations for civilian manpower and contractors 

• Civilian manpower requirements should drive the budget for 
civilian manpower (payroll} 

• Current-year execution data should inform force development 
and budget formulation about types and quantities TOA 
personnel, as well as related civilian personnel funding 

• Quantitative methods, which relate to outcomes or outputs, 
should be developed to support Generating Force decisions on 
organizations and manpower requirements 

• Budget execution across the Army requires a tool for integrating 
and synchronizing data from: 

- Authorization documents (approved space, grade and job series) 

- Authorized end strength and work year, plus FTE for contractor 
space (from PBG) 

- Authorized dollars (Annual Funding Program (AFP) & Fund 
Authorization Documents (FAD) from PBAS or GFEBS in the future 
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Conclusions (Continued) 

• The Army resourcing (authorization) process is not structured on the 
premise that there are direct links between minimum levels of GF 
resourcing and fielding and maintaining a viable OF 

• Developing a more differentiated GF function list aligned to OF 
requirements is required 

• An inventory of heads (mil, civ, contractor) that are linked to a more 
appropriate GF function list is necessary to effectively resource the 
GF 

• Tools must be developed to link GF manning and budget to planned 
and time-phased policy, doctrine, materiel, force structure and 
training requirements for the OF 

• Manpower data systems are not aligned to provide consistent 
reference points for budget- resource formu lation processes 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The panel concluded that the Army resourcing process is not structured on the premise 
that there is a direct link between minimum levels of GF funding and the ability of the 
OF to fight and win the nation's wars. 

The census currently underway utilizes an inadequate GF function list as outlined in AR 
10-87. A more refined list of GF functions, closely linking output to the OF, is necessary 
to improve the overall resourcing process within the Army as a whole. 

An inventory of heads (military, civilian, and contractor manpower equivalents) is a 
necessary first step in understanding the nature and complexity of the Generating Force. 

The Army lacks the necessary tools to link GF manning and budget to planned and time
phased policy, doctrine, materiel, force structure, and training requirements necessary to 
support the OF. 

Manpower data systems are currently not aligned to provide a consistent reference point 
for the budget-resource formulation process. 
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Recommendations 
• Charter study to develop/refine GF functional designations and 

processes with measurable outputs relatable to OF sustainment, 
usable to establish resource allocation levels within the Army 
- The ASB made a similar recommendation in 2006 

• Based on "refined function/services" list above, develop risk 
(red/yellow/green) assessment tool for GF 

• Develop activity-based analytical tools that link GF manning and 
budget to planned and time-phased policy, doctrine, materiel, force 
structure and training requirements. 
- Use "evolved" census data to develop tools to identify and evaluate 

manning options by function and define risk associated with each option 
- Determine manpower mix criteria for GF functions 

• Continue to develop better integration of GF and resource 
analysis into TAA process 
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